U-BRUSH POLISHER
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTIVE & LOW MAINTENANCE POLISHING

Tong’s U-Brush polisher offers an efficient and cost
effective vegetable polishing system that’s suitable for a
wide range of root crop with throughputs up to 8 tonnes
per hour
Whether you’re looking for an affordable carrot polisher, or you need a polisher for your
potatoes, parsnips, beetroot or pumpkins, Tong’s U-Brush polisher offers an economical
polishing system that is suitable for throughputs up to 8 tonnes per hour.
Featuring longitudinal polishing brushes that rotate on fixed-centre shafts, the U-Brush polisher is
gentle on crop whilst giving a high quality polished appearance. With a choice of 8 or 10 brushes
to suit your throughput requirements, the U-Brush polisher can be built in mild or stainless steel
and is a budget polishing machine that offers a high-value polished finish that is characteristic of
larger vegetable polishers, but at a lower cost for lower capacities.
So, if you’re looking to add a polisher into your vegetable handling processes but you are not
looking to invest in a large polishing machine, the U-Brush polisher could be just what you need.

U-BRUSH POLISHER
SPECIFICATION DATA
Affordable, effective and low maintenance
vegetable polishing:










Simple low cost maintenance
Capacity up to 6 tons per hour
Same crop finish as a rotary polisher
Longitudinal brushes
Water spray bar
2 Variable speed motors via inverter
Adjustable angle design
8 or 10 row models
Mild steel or stainless steel construction

Unique Bypass System:
 Centre conveyor through polisher
 Crop feeds onto the conveyor
 With the ploughs closed the crop passes straight
over the conveyor bypassing the polisher
 With the ploughs open the crop then diverts onto
the polisher and is brushed
 Feed off chute is adjustable in angle to either
gently drop the crop onto the next machine in
line or to be out of the way when in polishing
mode
 Mild steel or stainless steel construction

Water recirculation options:
 Water tank with 100mm emptying valve
 Either manual filter or filter conveyor with
powered cleaning brush to remove debris
 Recirculation pump
 Mild steel or stainless steel construction

The U-Brush Polisher is suitable for use on:
Potatoes, Carrots, Parsnips, Turnips & Swedes,
Beetroot, Pumpkins & more!
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